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Cover 1. Cloud of Biomedical Grants’ Eigen-words 
 

 
 
Subject to stemming, the above words are sampled from those that correspond to extreme 
components of 100 eigenvectors corresponding to top singular values of our TF-IDF matrix. 
 
To a large extent, they determine where you should go for funding (in biomedical grant 
applications). 
 
We used Wordle to generate this figure [6]. 
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Introduction 
In biomedical research there are many sources of federal funding.  For a given research idea, it 
is particularly important to choose the right institution for funding. Many biomedical funding 
agencies’ missions are interested in solving similar problems, so the ability to find a funding 
agency for a given abstract has practical merit. 
 
Using data based on past funding records, we demonstrate in leave-one-out cross-validation 
that term-frequency-inverse-document-frequency (TF-IDF) and singular value decomposition 
(SVD) combined with k-nearest-neighbors (KNN) provides excellent performance in correctly 
identifying the funding source, given contents of an abstract. These results are consistent with 
previous attempts to suggest journals for a given abstract [4]. 
 
Data Cleaning 
We have acquired biomedical grant summaries from over 30 institutions between the period 
1972 and 2009. Most of these grants were of a biomedical context and come from an institution 
under the National Institution of Health Umbrella. Unfortunately, not all our raw data were 
meaningful. There are many cases of “null”, “data not available”, “<br/>”, “Abstract/Summary”, 
and so forth. Sometimes, the descriptions were not particularly meaningful and excessively 
brief. Ultimately, we decided to restrict our attention to summaries that contained at least 500 
characters. 
 
Another issue was that in the funding system, people would frequently use the same grant text 
multiple times from year to year as grants were renewed; the only differences, if any, between 
these texts tended to be numerical (e.g. grant-ids, etc). To prevent double counting, we 
removed duplicates of the same grant when there are no alphabetical differences between 
different grants. 
 
Finally some of the grants were littered with html tags, with typos, and with fused-words (e.g. 
“thebindingsiteof” ). We suspect that there were multiple iterations of manual transcription during 
the creation of this dataset. To get around these issues with the free-text, we ultimately decided 
that we would favor a bag-of-words approach using a pre-determined dictionary, rather than the 
set of all tokens ever seen. 
 
For our analysis, we only considered institutions from which we have at least 5000 grants 
available. We randomly sampled 5000 grants from each of the 19 institutions satisfying our 
criteria. The list of institutions is: 
 
Table 1. List of Institutions 

NIDCD National Institute of Deafness and 
Other Communication Disorders 

NIGMS National Institute of General 
Medical Sciences 

NEI National Eye Institute NIAID National Institute of Allergy and 
Infectious Diseases 



NIAAA National Institute on Alcohol 
Abuse and Alcoholism 

NIDDK National Institute of Diabetes 
and Digestive Kidney Diseases 

NIDA National Institute on Drug Abuse NHLBI National Heart, Lung, and 
Blood Institute 

NICHD National Institute of Child Health 
and Human Development 

NSF National Science Foundation 

NINDS National Institute of Neurological 
Disorders and Stroke 

NCRR National Center for Research 
Resources 

NIHM National Institute of Mental Health NIEHS National Institute of 
Environmental Health Sciences 

NIA National Institute on Aging NCI National Cancer Institute 

NIDCR National Institute of Dental and 
Craniofacial Research 

DOD Department of Defense 

NIAMS National Center of Arthritis and 
Musculoskeletal and Skin 
Diseases 

  

 
Dictionary Generation 
In part due to the typos and fused words in our data, we decided to use a pre-determined 
external dictionary. We chose the Carnegie Mellon University Pronouncing Dictionary, which 
contains 133286 words [1]. Amongst these words, 9680 were designed to address 
pronunciation specific concerns so we ignored them. We also decided to remove 319 stop 
words chosen from a blog by Armand Brahaj [2]. 
 
Finally, we also used the Porter Stemming algorithm to further collapse our dictionary. The 
implementation was in python and written by Michael Dirolf [3]. Stemming converts multiple 
conjugations, multiple tenses, and pluralities to be condensed into a single canonical form by 
following general rules in English. 
 
When we apply our dictionary in a bag-of-words approach, we would treat multiple occurrences 
of members from the same stemming equivalence class as the same word. Words in the same 
steaming equivalence class as stop words were also ignored. 
 
Subsequent to removal of stop words and collapsing by stemming, we arrived at a dictionary of 
size 83435. We accepted 120636 distinct spellings. 
 
Figure 1a. Histogram for stems per abstract 



 
Figure 1b. Histogram for number of appearances per unique stem 

 
 
Data Analysis Pipeline 



We used a variant of grep written by Dai et al. at University of Michigan[5] to annotate our 
document with all occurrences of our dictionary words in our sample of grants. Subsequently, 
the data became a sparse matrix in Matlab. We also generated a TF-IDF matrix of the same 
size using the raw term-document frequency matrix. 
 
Because of our sheer volume of data, it turns out that our sparse data was not sparse enough 
for feasible manipulation so we resorted to SVD. The singular values dropped very sharply as 
shown in Figure 2. Based on this values we decided to first 100 eigenvectors to represent a 
simpler form of TFIDF. 
 
Figure 2. Distribution of Singular Values 

 
Analysis of Eigenvectors 
 
For the first 9 eigenvectors we show breakdown the components with highest absolute value. 
Because the vast majority of the components are close to 0, we ignored values that were within 
[-0.02, 0.02] in Figure 3. The first eigenvector consist of non-negative components exclusively.  
 
Figure 3. The First 9 Eigenvectors 



 
 
Contributions of the top words fall off quire quickly. This is pattern applies for rest of the 
eigenvectors and not specific to those we show in the figure. 
 
We also considered words that are associated with top components of top eigenvectors. These 
words have the biggest impact our classification system. 
 
Table 2 shows the top words from top 5 eigenvector. Note that these words are representatives 
from their stemming equivalence classes. The first table contains the words with a positive 
weight and lower half are the words with a negative weight. But regardless of their sign all of 
these words have absolute higher component value.  
 
The only exception to this is eigenvector 1. As we noted earlier, there are no negative 
components in this specific eigenvector. So, instead we showed the words with smallest 
magnitude inside the vector.  
 
Table 2a. Words with highest positive magnitude in top eigenvectors. 

Rank EV 1 EV 2 EV 3 EV 4 EV 5 

1 cells cells cancers research gene 

2 studies proteins cells proteins cancers 

3 proteins express breasted programs proteins 

4 gene gene tumors students breasted 



5 activating receptor prostate trained mutate 

6 developable regulators research cores express 

7 express tumors programs gene genetic 

8 specifically signaled trained structuring prostate 

9 uses activating students sciences sequencing 

10 functioned binding clinics projecting identifying 

11 receptor breasted patients faculties tumors 

12 research cancers cores university transcripts 

13 effects mice center supported structuring 

14 determinative growths sciences molecular families 

15 proposals roling faculties biology regional 

16 mechanism pathways growths interactions chromosome 

17 cancers differentiate university provident mutant 

18 provident induce supported binding binding 

19 regulators transcripts mammary center cloned 

20 responsibly antigen lines trainees risking 

  
Table 2b.  Words with highest negative magnitude in top eigenvectors 2-5.  
Words with least magnitude for the first eigenvector. 

Rank EV 1 EV 2 EV 3 EV 4 EV 5 

20 zoller risking determinative therapy released 

19 pegram children change assess induce 

18 devinney studies membrane measurable stimulating 

17 shays center studies subjects stem 

16 goodsons developable regulators cocaine effects 



15 wiest treatment cocaine womens activating 

14 armin cores behavioral doses neurons 

13 kasper provident effects behavioral culturally 

12 shappell year activating prostate infections 

11 taff patients channells drugs students 

10 rosebud behavioral mechanism risking trained 

9 spero data neurons studies antigen 

8 thea students structuring tumors responsibly 

7 penelope projecting binding ethanol programs 

6 prorok healthful brain treatment alcoholic 

5 deford clinics functioned effects ethanol 

4 hinchcliffe trained ethanol breasted immunities 

3 lina alcoholic alcoholic patients research 

2 godbold programs receptor cancers receptor 

1 diefenbach research proteins alcoholic cells 

  
 
Consider a case where words corresponding to positive vs. negative indices of a given 
eigenvector. It means this eigenvector is kind of a separator between, say, cancer related 
research and drug abuse related research. 
 
Human names (e.g. lina, penelope) correspond to indices with low absolute weight. This shows 
that our system does not weigh the authors heavily. We were initially worried that the indices of 
the first eigenvector with lowest values corresponded to names. This phenomenon may have 
indicated over-fitting based on names, had those corresponding indices been very negative. 
Fortunately, it turns out that the first eigenvector was non-negative in all its indices, so these 
names were in-fact given very little consideration in our reduced inner product space.  
 
Finally, for a slightly more comprehensive picture, see Cover 1 (the cover page of this 
document) for a word mosaic generated by Wordle. 
 



k-Nearest Neighbors Search and Choosing the Best Result 
 
To evaluate performance, we applied KNN-search for each document in our sample using the 
query document’s complement as training. For each query document, we used the 100 
Euclidean-closest neighbors in TFIDF space and voted in a rank-weighted manner to determine 
the classification. 
 
There are multiple ways to pick a best result from the 100 closest neighbors. We tried different 
algorithms and pick one that produces better results in general. However there is room for 
optimization here and it requires further analysis to find an optimum voting algorithm. 
 
To pick the best class, we used the following scoring function, where ai,j is a binary variable and 
it is 1 if ith closes neighbor is in class j and 0 else. 

 
Finally we picked the class with highest score. 
 
Figure 4. Confusion Matrix of Classifications and Misclassifications 

 
 



In the confusion matrix, rows represent the gold labels while the columns are the best labels 
that we selected using our system. We also grouped similarly misclassified classes together 
using hierarchical clustering to provide a better visual representation. 
 
Different classes show different behaviors. But we can categorize things in a few groups: 
 
1. Distinct classes. Some classes are really separate from others. For example, our system was 
good at classifying NIDCD, NEI, NIAAA, NIDA abstracts. The logical reasoning behind this was 
this institute provided funding for abstract that is distinct from the rest of the 15.  
 
2. Few similar classes: This happened when 2 institutes that provided funding for similar 
research. Most of the confusion was restricted to the other institute. For example our system 
confused DOD and NCI abstract with a higher rate compared to rest of the groups. The reason 
is DOD provides funding for cancer research and receives similar abstracts and NCI does.  
 
3. Generic classes: Some institutes provide funding to a more diversified group. For these 
specific classes we produced false results distributed in many other classes. One example of it 
is National Institute of General Medical Sciences (NIGMS) and as their name suggests they 
receive abstracts from a more general audience. 
 
Another way to show the performance of our system was to plot the frequency of the gold result 
appearing in certain ranks after we apply our scoring function. This is shown in figure 5. 
 
Figure 5. Rankings of the True Grantors Amongst Other Candidates. 

 
 



 
From figure 5, our system selects the correct class 58% of the time. Gold result will be the 
second best selection with 17% and third best with 9% of the tests. For remaining 16% gold 
result does not appear in the top 3 results. 
 
Finally, we also investigated the impact of using SVD to reduce our computational requirements. 
We randomly selected a subset of size 400 per grantor and compared the SVD results against 
raw TF-IDF. The rankings were ultimately identical. 
 
Comparing figures 5 and 6, we also see that the overall performance is lower when we only 400 
applications per grantor as opposed to 5000. 
 
Figure 6. Using an Eigen-subspace Does not Affect Performance 
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